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QUESTION 1

A new piece of ransomware got installed on a company\\'s backup server which encrypted the hard drives containing
the OS and backup application configuration but did not affect the deduplication data hard drives. During the incident
response, the company finds that all backup tapes for this server are also corrupt. Which of the following is the
PRIMARY concern? 

A. Determining how to install HIPS across all server platforms to prevent future incidents 

B. Preventing the ransomware from re-infecting the server upon restore 

C. Validating the integrity of the deduplicated data 

D. Restoring the data will be difficult without the application configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

Ransomware is a type of malware that restricts access to a computer system that it infects in some way, and demands
that the user pay a ransom to the operators of the malware to remove the restriction. 

Since the backup application configuration is not accessible, it will require more effort to recover the data. 

Eradication and Recovery is the fourth step of the incident response. It occurs before preventing future problems. 

 

QUESTION 2

Company ABC\\'s SAN is nearing capacity, and will cause costly downtimes if servers run out disk space. Which of the
following is a more cost effective alternative to buying a new SAN? 

A. Enable multipath to increase availability 

B. Enable deduplication on the storage pools 

C. Implement snapshots to reduce virtual disk size 

D. Implement replication to offsite datacenter 

Correct Answer: B 

Storage-based data deduplication reduces the amount of storage needed for a given set of files. It is most effective in
applications where many copies of very similar or even identical data are stored on a single disk. 

It is common for multiple copies of files to exist on a SAN. By eliminating (deduplicating) repeated copies of the files, we
can reduce the disk space used on the existing SAN. This solution is a cost effective alternative to buying a new SAN. 

 

QUESTION 3

A large, multinational company currently has two separate databases One is used for ERP while the second is used for
CRM To consolidate services and infrastructure, it is proposed to combine the databases The company\\'s compliance
manager is asked to review the proposal and is concerned about this integration Which of the following would pose the
MOST concern to the compliance manager? 
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A. The attack surface of the combined database is lower than the previous separate systems, so there likely are wasted
resources on additional security controls that will not be needed 

B. There are specific regulatory requirements the company might be violating by combining these two types of services
into one shared platform. 

C. By consolidating services in this manner, there is an increased risk posed to the organization due to the number of
resources required to manage the larger data pool. 

D. Auditing the combined database structure will require more short-term resources, as the new system will need to be
learned by the auditing team to ensure all security controls are in 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A security architect has been assigned to a new digital transformation program. The objectives are to provide better
capabilities to customers and reduce costs. The program has highlighted the following requirements: 

Long-lived sessions are required, as users do not log in very often. 

The solution has multiple SPs, which include mobile and web applications. 

A centralized IdP is utilized for all customer digital channels. 

The applications provide different functionality types such as forums and customer portals. 

The user experience needs to be the same across both mobile and web-based applications. 

Which of the following would BEST improve security while meeting these requirements? 

A. Social login to IdP, securely store the session cookies, and implement one-time passwords sent to the mobile device 

B. Create-based authentication to IdP, securely store access tokens, and implement secure push notifications. 

C. Username and password authentication to IdP, securely store refresh tokens, and implement context-aware
authentication. 

D. Username and password authentication to SP, securely store Java web tokens, and implement SMS OTPs. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In the past, the risk committee at Company A has shown an aversion to even minimal amounts of risk acceptance. A
security engineer is preparing recommendations regarding the risk of a proposed introducing legacy ICS equipment.
The project will introduce a minor vulnerability into the enterprise. This vulnerability does not significantly expose the
enterprise to risk and would be expensive against. 

Which of the following strategies should the engineer recommended be approved FIRST? 

A. Avoid 
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B. Mitigate 

C. Transfer 

D. Accept 

Correct Answer: B 
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